
Fujifilm’s new X-H1 is a tribute to the lineage of the company’s  
distinguished series of mirrorless cameras 
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ince its launch almost eight years ago, Fujifilm’s X series of digital cameras has consistently raised the 
bar with each new iteration, and the latest entry – the rugged yet sophisticated X-h1 – kicks things up 
another notch. designed with advanced photographers in mind, this successor to the Fujifilm X-T1 
is noticeably bigger and sturdier than its predecessors. While this model retains much of the X-T1’s 

original clout, including its high-performance sensor and powerful processor, the recent enhancements boost the 
camera’s profile and ensure that the series is advancing in a direction that will continue to turn heads.   

Body
The overall body design is a 
modest shift toward Fujifilm’s 
medium-format GFX 50s: note 
the sloped viewfinder prism, 
top-mounted LCd (along with a 
tilting touch-sensitive rear LCd), 
plus a larger (optional) hand grip. 
The X-h1’s magnesium-alloy body 
shell is 25 percent thicker than 
earlier X series models, and as a 
result less susceptible to shocks 
and damage. It’s also resistant 
to dust, moisture and – thanks to 
the exterior coating’s improved 
grain size – scratches. an added 
bonus for outdoor photogra-
phers: this unflappable weather-
sealed body functions just fine in 
rain and is unfazed by tempera-
tures dipping as low as -10°C. 

eLectroNIc  
vIewfINder (evf)
The X-h1’s EVF is noticeably brighter 
(1.6 times that of earlier X series 
models), sharper (3.69-million-dot 
resolution) and quicker: the eye 
sensor responds twice as fast as 
previous models when switching 
automatically between rear-monitor 
display and viewfinder display.

24-Mp aps-c X-traNs III cMos seNsor
a hallmark of the Fujifilm X series since 2016, this hefty high-performance 
sensor uses a unique six-by-six pattern of photosites that helps reduce moiré 
effect and false colours. Working seamlessly with the X-Processor Pro pro-
cessing engine, it allows the camera to render crisp, sharp images with a per-
ceived resolution theoretically exceeding the actual number of pixels used. 

IN-Body IMaGe  
staBILIzatIoN
In a first for the X series, 
the X-h1 harbours a 
built-in five-axis image-
stabilization mechanism, 
which mitigates camera 
shake with just about 
any compatible Fujifilm 
X-mount lens attached to 
the camera. Together, this 
system’s three-axis accel-
erometer, three-axis gyro 
sensor and dedicated dual 
processor impart cor-
rections roughly 10,000 
times per second, helping 
to enhance performance 
in conditions ranging from 
low light to fast action. 

fLIcker-reductIoN Mode
Photographers at indoor sporting events 
will appreciate this new feature. Typi-
cally found on higher-end dsLRs, flicker 
reduction cleverly counteracts exposure 
imbalances caused by the alternating 
current of fluorescent lights by gaug-
ing the oscillation rate and coordinating 
exposures to coincide with peak bright-
ness. among other things, you’ll avoid 
fluctuating brightness within a series of 
images shot in one continuous burst.

vIdeo
anyone eager for improved video performance among  
X series cameras will be pleasantly surprised by the 
X-h1 in this department. as a result, you can now 
shoot quality video at a rate of 200 Mbps – 
that’s twice the capacity of the X-T1 – and 15 
minutes’ worth of hd 4K. The built-in 24-bit 
audio-capture microphone allows for 
premium sound recording, and a new 
silent Video Operation function lets 
you manipulate aperture, shutter, and 
other buttons and dials without inad-
vertently capturing unwanted internal 
noise while shooting. To top it off, 
the X-h1 also debuts the Eterna film-
simulation mode, which combines 
subdued colour presentation and rich 
shadow tones to create the look and 
feel of cinematographic film.

s

These are just some of the notable details that set the Fujifilm X-h1 apart as one of the worthiest contenders in 
today’s crowded mirrorless market. Features like the large grip, in-body image stabilization and anti-flicker mode 
will appeal to sports photographers in particular. Factor in other significant tweaks such as Wi-Fi with Bluetooth 
connectivity and the new dynamic Range Priority mode, and the X-h1 should catch the attention of any serious 
photographer looking to up their game this year. 

fujINoN Xf50-140MM f/2.8 
teLephoto zooM LeNs
as a fuji X-mount lens, the Xf50 boasts 
trademark optical excellence along with 
superior mechanical performance to 
deliver clear, sharp results. the sturdy 
metal-construction barrel houses 23 
glass elements in 16 groups, including 
five extra-low-dispersion elements and 
a super ed element to reduce chromatic 
aberrations and colour fringing. the lens 
also features a fast, quiet and reliable 
autofocus motor inside, and (like the 
X-h1) an extensively weather-sealed 
finish, making it the go-to tele-zoom lens 
for shooting anything from portraits to 
travel and sports photography with fuji’s 
X series line of cameras. 
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